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Objectives

1. Problems	with	our	Data.

2.	What	Do	Data	Look	Like…and	How	Did	We	Get	Here?

3.	Deep	EHR:	Vector-Embedded	and	Related	Approaches	to	
Understanding	our	Patients
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The	Problem	with	
Data

Part	1:	Of	tools	
and	perspectives.	

Medicine	is	Not Applied	Data	Science.

…and	it	may	not	even	be	a	science	at	
all.
• Medicine	is	about	healing.	
• Medicine	restores	patients	to	function.
• What	is	the	parameter	estimate	for	
“chief	complaint”?	

It	is	at	least	worth	considering	that	
data	is	an	accessory,	rather	than	the	
engine
• Would	you	hold	up	an	entire	OR	
theatre	for	one patient?

What	gets	
measured	

gets	
improved.	

-Peter	Drucker

Why	so	many	data	proxies?

• Age
• Sex	(Gender)
• BMI	(Height,	Weight,	
circumferences)
• Race,	Ethnicity
• Occupation
• Education	Level
• Pain	Intensity
• Frequency	of	leaving	the	house

https://www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2014/02/10/if-you-cant-measure-it-you-cant-manage-it-is-bs/#3a7a512c7b8b
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Precision	Carries	Problems!

Rolling	up	codes	for	TKA
CPT Description

27445 Arthroplasty,	knee,	hinge	prosthesis

27446 Arthroplasty, knee,	condyle	and	plateau;	medial	OR	
lateral	compartment

27447
Arthroplasty,	knee,	condyle,	and	plateau;	medial	
and	lateral	compartments	with	or	without	patella	
resurfacing	(total	knee	arthroplasty)

27486 Revision	of	total	knee	arthroplasty,	with	or	without	
allograft;	1	component

27487
Revision	of	total	knee	arthroplasty,	with	or	without	
allograft;	femoral	and	entire	tibial
component

Which	of	these	are	similar?

Is	a	Revision a	Revision a	Revision?

Under	which	circumstances	can	we	
group	with	THA?	TSA?	Other	knee	
surgeries?

What	about	different	component	
manufacturers?

Precision	Carries	Problems!

List	your	comorbidities.

Rank Description

1 Knee	osteoarthritis

2 Heart	Failure

3 Aortic	Stenosis

4 COPD

5 Factor	IX	
Deficiency

Knee	
OA CHF … CHF … AS … … F IX	Def …..

Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No Yes No

Does	Rank	Matter?
Is	sparsity	ok?

Charlson Comorbidity	Index:
Assumptions	probably	don’t	apply!

Is	Severity	a	Problem?

Is	Severity	a	Problem?

Emphysema
ICD-9-CM Description

492 Emphysema

492.0  Emphysematous bleb

492.8  Other emphysema (lung or pulmonary)

 

506.4
Chronic respiratory conditions due to fumes  
and vapors

Other Chronic Respiratory Diseases

ICD-9-CM Description

494
Bronchiectasis

494.0  Bronchiectasis without acute exacerbation

494.1  Bronchiectasis with acute exacerbation

496

Chronic airway obstruction, not elsewhere classified 

   – Obstructive lung disease
   – Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD] NOS
NOTE: This code should not be used with any code from 
categories 491-493.

506 Respiratory conditions due to fumes and vapors

506.4   Chronic respiratory conditions due to 
fumes and vapors

COPD and other respiratory conditions: ICD-9-CM1 and ICD-10-CM2

COPD
Patient typically smoker or ex-smoker ≥40 years of age; persistent or worsening dyspnea—initially with exertion, eventually at rest; cough, 

1
3

Bronchitis
ICD-9-CM Description

491 Chronic bronchitis

491.0  Simple chronic bronchitis

491.1  Mucopurulent chronic bronchitis
 

fetid, mucopurulent, purulent

491.2  Obstructive chronic bronchitis

   – Emphysematous
   – Obstructive (chronic) (diffuse)

   – Chronic airway obstruction
   – Emphysema
491.20   Obstructive chronic bronchitis 

without exacerbation

491.21   Obstructive chronic bronchitis  
with acute exacerbation

 
with exacerbation

491.22  Obstructive chronic bronchitis

491.8  Other chronic bronchitis

491.9  Unspecified chronic bronchitis

Bronchitis
ICD-10-CM Description

J40

Bronchitis, not specified as acute or chronic

   – NOS
   – Catarrhal
   – With tracheitis NOS

J41 Simple and mucopurulent chronic bronchitis

J41.0  Simple chronic bronchitis

J41.1  Mucopurulent chronic bronchitis

J41.8   Mixed simple and mucopurulent  
chronic bronchitis

J42

Unspecified chronic bronchitis

   – Bronchitis NOS
   – Tracheitis
   – Tracheobronchitis

Emphysema
ICD-10-CM Description

J43 Emphysema

J43.0   Unilateral pulmonary emphysema  
[MacLeod’s syndrome]

J43.1  Panlobular emphysema

J43.2  Centrilobular emphysema

J43.8  Other emphysema

J43.9  Emphysema, unspecified

   – NOS
   – Bullous

Other Chronic Respiratory Diseases

ICD-10-CM Description

J44

Other chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Chronic bronchitis:
   –  Asthmatic (obstructive)/emphysematous with 

airway(s) obstruction, emphysema
Chronic obstructive:

   – Asthma/bronchitis/tracheobronchitis

J44.0   Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
with acute lower respiratory infection

J44.1   Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
with acute exacerbation, unspecified

J44.9   Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 
unspecified

Chronic obstructive
   – Airway disease NOS
   – Lung disease NOS

J47 Bronchiectasis
Bronchiolectasis

https://www.copdfoundation.org/pdfs/ICD%20Reference%20Codes.pdf

Neither ICD9	nor ICD10	
Designed	to	Gauge	
Acute Severity
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Can	We	Go	
Beyond	
Administrative
Outcomes?

http://www.healthmeasures.net/explore-measurement-systems/promis/intro-to-promis

What	Do	Data	Look	
Like?

Part	2:	
A	Deep	Look	at	
Organization

The	Comforting	Flat	File.

Warehouse

SQL	
Tables

Columns	=	Variables	=	Features

Ro
w
s	=

	O
bs
er
va
tio

ns
	=
	C
as
es

XYZ.sas7bdat XYZ.xls XYZ.csv

Y	=	
Outcome	of	
Interest
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Why	So	Comforting?

Y	=	
Outcome	
of	Interest

Columns	=	
Variables	=	
Features

Importance	of	
Features

𝑌 = 𝑋𝛽	

𝑌 = 𝑋𝛽	

Y	=	
Outcome	
of	Interest

Columns	=Variables	=Features
Importance	of	

Features

𝑌 = 𝑋𝛽	
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The	Comforting	Flat	File	Helps	Make	
Regressions	Easier...

Columns	=	Variables	=	Features

Ro
w
s	=

	O
bs
er
va
tio

ns
	=
	C
as
es

Y	=	
Outcome	of	
Interest

𝑌 = 𝑋𝛽	

How	do	you	fit	a	video	into	a	flat	file?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:The_Matrix_Poster.jpg
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A	short	taxonomy	of	data	structures

atomic
(scalars)

32

vectors
[3,5]

3

5

A	short	taxonomy	of	data	structures
Matrix

(2-dimensional	tensor)

Tensor
(n-dimensional)

1 3 9 3 9

2 3 8 4 8

7 4 6 8 2

5 6 3 7 3

3 7 2 6 1

Rows

Columns

Rows

Columns

Depth

Dimensionality	refers	to	the	number	of	indices	necessary	to	definitively	label	an	individual	component	of	a	tensor.

More	on	Tensors.

“Tensors	are	geometric	objects	that	describe	linear	relations	
between	geometric	vectors,	scalars,	and	other	tensors.”

Wikipedia:

“A	tensor	is	a	generalization	of	vectors	and	matrices	to	
potentially	higher	dimensions.	Internally,	TensorFlow
represents	tensors	as	n-dimensional	arrays	of	base	datatypes.”

Google	(TensorFlow)

Tensor
DataShapeDataType
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Let’s	Import	a	Movie!

Matrix:	Image

Tensor:	Movie

0 255 255 255 0

0 255 0 0 0

0 255 255 0 0

0 255 0 0 0

0 255 0 0 0

Frames

atomic:	pixel
255

What	Is	Vector	Embedding?

The quick brown fox

The

quick brown fox

Trained	AE

Learning!!!

Vectors

Trained	AE

[0.5,0,0.5,0]

quick

[1,0,0,0]

[0,1,0,0] [0,0,1,0] [0,0,0,1]

Deep	EHR

Part	3:	Vector-
Embedded	and	
Related	
Approaches	to	
Understanding	
our	Patients
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Wisdom	from	Twitter	and	XKCD?
•Data science produces insights
•Machine learning produces predictions
•Artificial intelligence produces actions

-D. Robinson
https://www.r-bloggers.com/whats-the-difference-between-data-science-machine-learning-and-artificial-intelligence/

https://xkcd.com/1838/

Feature	
Engineering

What’s	Special	about	a	Deep	EHR?
• Focus	on	Representations
• Differentiates	DL	from	ML

• Minimal	Feature	Engineering
• Explicit	masks,	filters,	and	pre-processing	not	
required

• Flexibility in	Data	Structure
• Incorporate	multiple	data	types	without	adhering	to	
strict	matrices

• Implicit	Regularization
• Non-functional	without!

• Depth +	Breadth
• http://www.asimovinstitute.org/neural-network-
zoo/

• A linear layer with softmax loss as the classifier (pre-
dicting the same 1000 classes as the main classifier, but
removed at inference time).

A schematic view of the resulting network is depicted in
Figure 3.

6. Training Methodology

GoogLeNet networks were trained using the DistBe-
lief [4] distributed machine learning system using mod-
est amount of model and data-parallelism. Although we
used a CPU based implementation only, a rough estimate
suggests that the GoogLeNet network could be trained to
convergence using few high-end GPUs within a week, the
main limitation being the memory usage. Our training used
asynchronous stochastic gradient descent with 0.9 momen-
tum [17], fixed learning rate schedule (decreasing the learn-
ing rate by 4% every 8 epochs). Polyak averaging [13] was
used to create the final model used at inference time.

Image sampling methods have changed substantially
over the months leading to the competition, and already
converged models were trained on with other options, some-
times in conjunction with changed hyperparameters, such
as dropout and the learning rate. Therefore, it is hard to
give a definitive guidance to the most effective single way
to train these networks. To complicate matters further, some
of the models were mainly trained on smaller relative crops,
others on larger ones, inspired by [8]. Still, one prescrip-
tion that was verified to work very well after the competi-
tion, includes sampling of various sized patches of the im-
age whose size is distributed evenly between 8% and 100%
of the image area with aspect ratio constrained to the inter-
val [ 34 ,

4
3 ]. Also, we found that the photometric distortions

of Andrew Howard [8] were useful to combat overfitting to
the imaging conditions of training data.

7. ILSVRC 2014 Classification Challenge
Setup and Results

The ILSVRC 2014 classification challenge involves the
task of classifying the image into one of 1000 leaf-node cat-
egories in the Imagenet hierarchy. There are about 1.2 mil-
lion images for training, 50,000 for validation and 100,000
images for testing. Each image is associated with one
ground truth category, and performance is measured based
on the highest scoring classifier predictions. Two num-
bers are usually reported: the top-1 accuracy rate, which
compares the ground truth against the first predicted class,
and the top-5 error rate, which compares the ground truth
against the first 5 predicted classes: an image is deemed
correctly classified if the ground truth is among the top-5,
regardless of its rank in them. The challenge uses the top-5
error rate for ranking purposes.
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Figure 3: GoogLeNet network with all the bells and whistles.
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Deep EHR 
Architectures

UnsupervisedSupervised

Input Cell Output Cell Hidden Cell Recurrent Cell Memory Cell Gated Memory Cell Noisy Input Cell

Probabilistic Hidden Cell Match Input Output Cell Backfed Input Cell Kernel Convolution or Pool

Multilayer 
Perceptron (MLP)

Recurrent Neural 
Network (RNN)

Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN)

Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM)

Gated Recurrent 
Units (GRU)

Boltzmann 
Machine (BM)

Restricted Boltzmann 
Machine (BM)

Deep Belief Network (DBN)

Autoencoder (AE)

Denoising 
Autoencoder (DAE)

Sparse 
Autoencoder (SAE) Variational 

Autoencoder (VAE)

Fig. 2. The most common deep learning architectures for analyzing EHR data. Different architectures differ in terms of their node types and the connection
structure (e.g. fully connected versus locally connected). Architecture templates based on [30].

Fig. 3. Example of a convolutional neural network (CNN) for classifying im-
ages. This particular model includes two convolutional layers, each followed
by a pooling/subsampling layer. The output from the second pooling layer is
fed to a fully connected layer and a final output layer. [31]

RNNs operate by sequentially updating a hidden state ht

based not only on the activation of the current input xt at
time t, but also on the previous hidden state ht�1, which in
turn was updated from xt�1, ht�2, and so on (Figure 4). In
this manner, the final hidden state after processing an entire
sequence contains information from all its previous elements.

xt ht yt

xt+1 ht+1 yt+1

xt+2 ht+2 yt+2 y

x

yhx

Fig. 4. Symbolic representation of a RNN (left) with equivalent expanded
representation (right) for an example input sequence of length three, three
hidden units, and a single output. Each input time step is combined with the
current hidden state of the RNN, which itself depends on the previous hidden
state, demonstrating the memory effect of RNNs.

Popular RNN variants include the long short-term memory
(LSTM) and gated recurrent unit (GRU) models, both referred
to as gated RNNs. Whereas standard RNNs are comprised
of interconnected hidden units, each unit in a gated RNN is
replaced by a special cell that contains an internal recurrence
loop and a system of gates that controls the flow of infor-
mation. Gated RNNs have shown benefits in modeling longer
term sequential dependencies among other benefits [28].

D. Autoencoders (AE)

Deep EHR 
Architectures

UnsupervisedSupervised

Deep Belief Network (DBN)

Restricted Boltzmann Machine (BM)

Boltzmann Machine (BM)

Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) Variational Autoencoder (VAE)
Sparse Autoencoder (SAE)

Autoencoder (AE)

Gated Recurrent Units (GRU)Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Input Cell Output Cell Hidden Cell Recurrent Cell Memory Cell Different Memory Cell Noisy Input Cell

Probabilistic Hidden Cell Match Input Output Cell Backfed Input Cell Kernel Convolution or Pool

One of the deep learning models exemplifying the
notion of unsupervised representation learning is the
autoencoder (AE). They were first popularized as
an early tool to pretrain supervised deep learning
models, especially when labeled data was scarce,
but still retain usefulness for entirely unsupervised

tasks such as phenotype discovery. Autoencoders are designed
to encode the input into a lower dimensional space z. The
encoded representation is then decoded by reconstructing an
approximated representation x̃ of the input x. The encoding
and reconstruction process for an autoencoder with a single
hidden layer are respectively shown in Equations 5 and 6. W
and W

0 are the respective encoding and decoding weights, and
as the reconstruction error kx� x̃k is minimized, the encoded
representation z is deemed more reliable.

z = �(Wx+ b) (5)

x̃ = �(W

0
z + b

0
) (6)

Once an AE is trained, a single input is fed through the
network, with the innermost hidden layer activations serving

Shickel,	B.,	P.	J.	Tighe,	A.	Bihorac,	and	P.	Rashidi.	2017.	“Deep	EHR:	A	Survey	of	Recent	Advances	in	Deep	Learning	Techniques	for	Electronic	Health	Record	(EHR)	Analysis.”	IEEE	Journal	of	
Biomedical	and	Health	Informatics PP	(99):1–1.
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF EHR DEEP LEARNING TASKS.

Task Subtasks Input Data Models

EHR Information Extraction

(1) Single Concept Extraction

Clinical Notes

LSTM, bi-LSTM, GRU, CNN
(2) Temporal Event Extraction RNN + Word Embedding
(3) Relation Extraction AE
(4) Abbreviation Expansion Custom Word Embedding

EHR Representation Learning (1) Concept Representation Medical Codes RBM, Skip-gram, AE, LSTM
(2) Patient Representation RBM, Skip-gram, GRU, CNN, AE

Outcome Prediction (1) Static Prediction Mixed AE, LSTM, RBM, DBN
(2) Temporal Prediction LSTM

EHR Phenotyping (1) New Phenotype Discovery Mixed AE, LSTM, RBM, DBN
(2) Improving Existing Definitions LSTM

EHR De-identification Clinical text de-identification Clinical Notes Bi-LSTM, RNN + Word Embed-
ding

deep learning to clinical concept extraction include named
entity recognition (NER) in clinical text by Wu et al. [34],
who apply pre-trained word embeddings on Chinese clinical
text using a CNN, improving upon the CRF baselines.

(2) Temporal Event Extraction: This subtask tackles the
more complex issue of assigning notions of time to each
extracted EHR concept, such as the last few months or October
16. Fries [35] devised a framework to extract medical events
and their corresponding times from clinical notes using a
standard RNN initialized with word2vec [36] word vectors
(explained in Section V-B) pre-trained on text from two large
clinical corpora. Fries also utilizes Stanford’s DeepDive appli-
cation [37] for structured relationships and predictions. While
not state of the art, it remained competitive in the SemEval
2016 shared task and required little manual engineering.

(3) Relation Extraction: While temporal event extraction
associates clinical events with their corresponding time span
or date, relation extraction deals with structured relationships
between medical concepts in free text, including relations such
as treatment X improves/worsens/causes condition Y, or test X
reveals medical problem Y. Lv et al. [38] use standard text
pre-processing methods and UMLS-based word-to-concept
mappings in conjunction with sparse autoencoders to generate
features for input to a CRF classifier, greatly outperforming
the state of the art in EHR relation extraction.

(4) Abbreviation Expansion: There have been more than
197,000 unique medical abbreviations found in clinical text
[39], which require expansion before mapping to structured
concepts for extraction. Each abbreviation can have tens of
possible explanations, thus making abbreviation expansion a
challenging task. Liu et al. [39] tackle the problem by uti-
lizing word embedding approaches. They create custom word
embeddings by pre-training a word2vec model (Section V-B)
on clinical text from intensive care units (ICU), Wikipedia, and
medical articles, journals, and books. While word embedding
models are not themselves deep models, they are a common
prerequisite for NLP deep learning tasks. This embedding-
based approach greatly outperformed baseline abbreviation

expansion methodologies, scoring 82.3% accuracy compared
with baselines in the 20-30% range. In particular, they found
that combining all sources of background knowledge sources
resulted in embeddings that yielded the greatest accuracy.

B. EHR Representation Learning
Modern EHR systems are populated by large numbers

of discrete medical codes that reflect all aspects of patient
encounters. Examples of codes corresponding to diagnoses,
medications, laboratory tests, and procedures are shown in
Table II. These codes were first implemented for internal
administrative and billing tasks, but contain important infor-
mation for secondary informatics.

Currently, handcrafted schema are used for mapping be-
tween structured medical concepts, where each concept is
assigned a distinct code by its relevant ontology. These static
hierarchical relationships fail to quantify the inherent similar-
ities between concepts of different types and coding schemes.
Recent deep learning approaches have been used to project
discrete codes into vector space for more detailed analysis
and more precise predictive tasks.

In this section, we first describe deep EHR methods for
representing discrete medical codes (e.g. 428, corresponding
to the ICD-9 code for heart failure) as real-valued vectors of
arbitrary dimension. These projects are largely unsupervised
and focus on natural relationships and clusters of codes in
vector space. Since patients can be viewed as an ordered
collection of medical event codes, in the following subsec-
tion we survey deep methods for representing patients using
these codes. Patient representation frameworks are typically
optimizing a supervised learning task (e.g. predicting patient
mortality) by improving the representation of the input (e.g.,
the patients) to the deep learning network.

(1) Concept Representation: Several recent studies have
applied deep unsupervised representation learning techniques
to derive EHR concept vectors that capture the latent sim-
ilarities and natural clusters between medical concepts. We
refer to this area as EHR concept representation, and its

DeepEHR Applications:	Information	Extraction

J. A. Fries, “Brundlefly at SemEval-2016 Task 12: Recurrent Neural Networks vs. Joint Inference for Clinical Temporal 
Information Extraction,” in Proceedings of the 10th International Workshop on Semantic Evaluation (SemEval-2016), 2016, pp. 
1274–1279. [Online]. Available: http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/S16-1198 

Objective:	Temporal	Information	Extraction
Constructing	a	timeline	of	events	in	a	clinical	document.

Corpus Note Type Tokens |Vocab|
MIMIC-III Mixed (15 types) 758M 260K
UIHC-ALL Mixed (41 types) 6.5B 899K
UIHC-CN Clinic Notes 2.3B 378K
UIHC-PN Progress Notes 1.8B 378K

Table 1: Summary statistics for embedding corpora.

containing 2.4M notes from critical care patients
at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (Saeed
et al., 2011); and the University of Iowa Hospi-
tals and Clinics (UIHC) corpus, containing 15M
predominantly inpatient notes (see Table 1). All
word embeddings in this document are trained with
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) using the Skip-
gram model, trained with a 10 token window size.
We generated 100 and 300 dimensional embeddings
based on prior work tuning representation sizes in
clinical domains (Fries, 2015).

2.1.3 RNN Taggers
We train RNN models for three tasks in Phase

1: a character-level RNN for tokenization; and
two word-level RNNs for POS tagging and entity
labeling. Word-level RNNs are pre-trained with
the embeddings described above, while character-
level RNNs are randomly initialized. All words
are normalized by lowercasing tokens and replac-
ing digits with N, e.g., 01-Apr-2016 becomes
NN-apr-NNNN to improve generalizability and re-
strict vocabulary size. Characters are left as un-
normalized input. In the test data set, unknown
words/characters are represented using the special
token <UNK> . All hyperparameters were selected
using a randomized grid search. 2

Tokenization: Word tokenization and sentence
boundary detection are done simultaneously using
a character-level RNN. Each character is assigned
a tag from 3 classes: WORD(W) if a character is a
member of a token that does not end a sentence;
END(E) for a token that does end a sentence, and
whitespace O. We use IOB2 tagging to encode the
range of token spans.

Models are trained using THYME syntactic anno-
tations from colon and brain cancer notes. Training

2RNN parameter space: hidden units: [48 - 384]; L/R con-
text window [2 - 6]; learning rate: (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.25).
Character-level RNN parameters: dim: (16, 32); sentence
padding [0 - 5].

data consists of all sentences, padded with 5 char-
acters from the left and right neighboring sentences.
Each character is represented by a 16-dimensional
embedding (from an alphabet of 90 characters) and
an 11 character context window. The final predic-
tion task input is one, long character sequence per-
document. We found that the tokenizer consistently
made errors conflating E and W classes (e.g., B-W,
I-E, I-E) so after tagging, we enforce an addi-
tional consistency constraint on B-* and I-* tags
so that contiguous BEGIN/INSIDE spans share the
same class.

Part-of-speech Tagging: We trained a POS
tagger using THYME syntactic annotations. A
model using 100-dimensional UIHC-CN embed-
dings (clinic notes) and a context window of ± 2
words performed best on held out test data, with an
accuracy of 97.67% and F1= 0.973.

TIMEX3 and EVENT Span Tagging: We train
separate models for each entity type, testing dif-
ferent pre-training schemes using 100 and 300-
dimensional embeddings trained on our large, unla-
beled clinical corpora. Both tasks use context win-
dows of ± 2 words (i.e., concatenated input of 5
n-d word embeddings) and a learning rate of 0.01.
We use 80 hidden units for 100-dimensional em-
beddings models and 256 units for 300-dimensional
models. Output tags are in the IOB2 tagging format.

2.2 DeepDive
DeepDive developers build domain knowledge into
applications using a combination of distant super-
vision rules, which use heuristics to generate noisy
training examples, and inference rules which use
factors to define relationships between random vari-
ables. This design pattern allows us to quickly en-
code domain knowledge into a probabilistic graphi-
cal model and do joint inference over a large space
of random variables.

For example, we want to capture the relationship
between EVENT entities and their closest TIMEX3
mentions in text since that provides some infor-
mation about when the EVENT occurred relative
to document creation time. TIMEX3s lack a class
DocRelTime, but we can use a distant supervision
rule to generate a noisy label that we then lever-
age to predict neighboring EVENT labels. We also
know that the set of all EVENT/TIMEX3 mentions

Word2Vec
(300	dimensions)

Method Span
P R F1

Baseline: memorize 0.774 0.428 0.551
BluLab (2015) 1 0.797 0.664 0.725
Median System (2016) 0.779 0.539 0.637
Best (2016): 0.840 0.758 0.795
DeepDive: run 1 0.655 0.566 0.607
DeepDive: run 2 0.795 0.675 0.730
DeepDive: run 3 0.798 0.665 0.725
RNN+randinit-100 0.694 0.679 0.686
RNN+MIMIC-III-100 0.706 0.695 0.701
RNN+UIHC-CN-100 0.699 0.688 0.693
RNN+UIHC-PN-100 0.701 0.670 0.685
RNN+UIHC-ALL-100 0.708 0.688 0.698
RNN+randinit-300 0.713 0.657 0.684
RNN+UIHC-CN-300 0.704 0.702 0.703
RNN+UIHC-PN-300 0.700 0.697 0.698
RNN Best Ensemble 0.708 0.704 0.706
Phase 1 RNN Submission 0.686 0.415 0.517

Table 2: TIMEX3 spans extraction performance for the test set
(mean of 5 runs) [1] Baseline and BluLab scores are provided
in (Bethard et al., 2015)

Method Span
P R F1

Baseline: memorize 0.878 0.834 0.855
BluLab (2015) 0.887 0.864 0.875
Median System (2016) 0.887 0.846 0.874
Best (2016): 0.915 0.891 0.903
DeepDive: run 1 0.864 0.836 0.850
DeepDive: run 2 0.900 0.864 0.882
DeepDive: run 3 0.900 0.866 0.883
RNN+randinit-100 0.864 0.869 0.866
RNN+MIMIC-III-100 0.861 0.877 0.869
RNN+UIHC-CN-100 0.873 0.887 0.880
RNN+UIHC-PN-100 0.878 0.882 0.880
RNN+UIHC-ALL-100 0.878 0.880 0.879
RNN+randinit-300 0.862 0.859 0.861
RNN+UIHC-CN-300 0.880 0.879 0.879
RNN+UIHC-PN-300 0.864 0.892 0.878
RNN Best Ensemble 0.882 0.889 0.885
Phase 1 RNN Submission 0.883 0.660 0.755

Table 3: EVENT spans extraction performance.

to better performance than then median system sub-
mission, but also falls substantially short of current
state of the art.

4 Discussion

Randomly initialized RNNs generally weren’t com-
petitive to our best performing structured prediction

Attribute P R F1

Baseline: memorize / closest - - 0.675
BluLab (2015) - - 0.791
Median System (2016) - - 0.724
Best (2016) - - 0.843
Logistic Regression (LR) 0.738 0.737 0.737
LR+Skip-chain 0.743 0.742 0.743

Table 4: Phase 2: EVENT Document Creation Time Relation
extraction measures (baseline precision/recall scores not pro-
vided).

models (DeepDive runs 2-3) which isn’t surprising
considering the small amount of training data avail-
able compared to typical deep-learning contexts.
There was a statistically significant improvement for
RNNs pre-trained with clinical text word2vec em-
beddings, reflecting the consensus that embeddings
capture some syntactic and semantic information
that must otherwise be manually encoded as fea-
tures. Performance was virtually the same across all
embedding types, independent of corpus size, note
type, etc. While embeddings trained on more data
perform better in semantic tasks like synonym de-
tection, its unclear if that representational strength
is important here. Similar performance might also
just reflect the general ubiquity with which tempo-
ral vocabulary occurs in all clinical note contexts.
Alternatively, vanilla RNNs rarely achieve state-
of-the-art performance in sequence labeling tasks
due to well-known issues surrounding the vanish-
ing or exploding gradient effect (Pascanu et al.,
2012). More sophisticated recurrent architectures
with gated units such as Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM), (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
and gated recurrent unit (Chung et al., 2014) or re-
cursive structures like Tree-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015)
have shown strong representational power in other
sequence labeling tasks. Such approaches might
perform better in this setting.

DeepDive’s feature generator libraries let us eas-
ily create a large space of binary features and then
let regularization address overfitting. In our ex-
traction system, just using a context window of ±
2 words and dictionaries representing the baseline
memorization rules was enough to achieve median
system performance. POS tag features had no sta-
tistically significant impact on performance in either
EVENT/TIMEX3 extraction.

are tagged using a document collection of clinic
and pathology notes from the Mayo Clinic called
the THYME (Temporal History of Your Medical
Events) corpus (Styler IV et al., 2014).

We treat Phase 1 as a sequence labeling task and
examine several models for labeling entities. We
discuss our submitted tagger which uses a vanilla
RNN1 and compare its performance to a DeepDive-
based system, which lets us encode domain knowl-
edge and sequence structure into a probabilistic
graphic model.

For Phase 2, we are given all test set enti-
ties and asked to identify the temporal relation-
ship between an EVENT mention and correspond-
ing document creation time. This relation is repre-
sented as a classification problem, assigning event
attributes from the label set {BEFORE, OVERLAP,
BEFORE/OVERLAP, AFTER}. We use DeepDive to
define several inference rules for leveraging neigh-
boring pairs of EVENT and TIMEX3 mentions to
better reason about temporal labels.

2.1 Recurrent Neural Networks
2.1.1 Overview

Input Layer

Hidden Layer

Output LayerContext Layer

U

W

V

Figure 1: Simple Recurrent Neural Network. U is the input
⇥ hidden layer weight matrix. V is the context layer ⇥ hidden
layer matrix, and W is the output weight matrix. Dotted lines
indicate recurrent edge weights.

Vanilla (or Elman-type) RNNs are recursive neu-
ral networks with a linear chain structure (Elman,
1990). RNNs are similar to classical feedforward
neural networks, except that they incorporate an
additional hidden context layer that forms a time-
lagged, recurrent connection (a directed cycle) to the

1There was a bug in our original RNN submission that dra-
matically lowered recall. We report the original and corrected
test set scores in order to better characterize the contributions of
this work.

primary hidden layer. In the canonical RNN design,
the output of the hidden layer at time step t � 1 is
retained in the context layer and fed back into the
hidden layer at t; this enables the RNN to explicitly
model some aspects of sequence history. (see Figure
1).

Each word in our vocabulary is represented as an
n-dimensional vector in a lookup table of |vocab|
x n parameters (i.e., our learned embedding ma-
trix). Input features then consist of a concatenation
of these embeddings to represent a context window
surrounding our target word. The output layer then
emits a probability distribution in the dimension of
the candidate label set. The lookup table is shared
across all input instances and updated during train-
ing.

Formally our RNN definition follows (Mesnil et
al., 2013):

h(t) = f(Ux(t) +Vh(t� 1))

where x(t) is our concatenated context window of
word embeddings, h(t) is our hidden layer, U is the
input-to-hidden layer matrix, V is the hidden layer-
to-context layer matrix, and f(x) is the activation
function (logistic in this work).

f(x) = 1
1+e�x

The output layer y(t) consists of a softmax activa-
tion function g(x)

y(t) = g(Wh(t)) g(xi) =
exiP
k

exk

where W is the output layer matrix. Training is
done using batch gradient descent using one sen-
tence per batch. Our RNN implementation is based
on code available as part of Theano v0.7 (Bastien et
al., 2012).

2.1.2 Word Embeddings
For baseline RNN models, all embedding parame-

ters are initialized randomly in the range [-1.0, 1.0].
For all other word-based models, embedding vec-
tors are initialized or pre-trained with parameters
trained on different clinical corpora. Pre-training
generally improves classification performance over
random initialization and provides a mechanism to
leverage large collections of unlabeled data for use
in semi-supervised learning (Erhan et al., 2010).

We create word embeddings using two collec-
tions of clinical documents: the MIMIC-III database

TimeEx3

Event

RNN
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primary objective is to derive vector representations from
sparse medical codes such that similar concepts are nearby
in the lower-dimensional vector space.

Distributed Embedding: Since clinical concepts are often
recorded with a time stamp, a single encounter can be viewed
as a sequence of discrete medical codes, similar to a sentence
and it’s ordered list of words. Several researchers have applied
NLP techniques for summarizing sparse medical codes into a
fixed-size and compressed vector format. One such technique
is called word embedding, including the skip-gram model
popularized by Mikolov et al. in their word2vec implementa-
tion [36]. Word2Vec is an unsupervised ANN framework for
obtaining vector representations of words given a large corpus
where the representation of a word depends on the context.
This technique is often used a pre-processing step with many
text-based deep learning models.

Latent Encoding: Aside from NLP-inspired methods, other
common deep learning representation learning techniques have
also been used for representing EHR concepts. Tran et al.
formulate a modified restricted RBM which uses a structured
training process to increase representation interpretation [23].
In a similar vein, Lv et al. use AEs to generate concept
vectors from word-based concepts extracted from clinical
free text [38]. They evaluated the strength of relationships
between various medical concepts, and found that training
linear models on representations obtained via AEs greatly
outperformed traditional linear models alone, achieving state
of the art performance.

(2) Patient Representation: Several different deep learning
methods for obtaining vector representations of patients have
been proposed in the literature [20], [22], [23], [38], [40],
[41]. Most of the techniques are either inspired by NLP
techniques such as distributed word representations [36], or
using dimensionality reduction techniques such as AEs [13].

One such NLP-inspired approach is taken by Choi et al.
[18], [22], [40], [41] in their Med2Vec framework to derive dis-
tributed vector representations of patient sentences, i.e. ordered
sequences of ICD-9, CPT, LOINC, and National Drug Codes
(NDC). The issue of multiple clinical codes being assigned the
same time stamp is handled by partitioning a patient’s code
sequence into smaller chunks, randomizing the order of events
within each chunk, and treating each chunk as a separate
sequence. Similarly, the Deepr framework uses a simple word
embedding layer as input to a larger CNN architecture for
predicting unplanned hospital readmission [19].

Miotto et al. directly generate patient vectors from raw
clinical codes via stacked AEs, and show that their system
achieves better generalized disease prediction performance
as compared to using the raw patient features [14]. The
raw features are vectorized via a three-layer AE network,
with the final hidden layer’s weights yielding the patient’s
corresponding representation. As a part of their framework
for patient representation, they incorporated the clinical notes
associated with each patient encounter into their representation
framework using a form of traditional topic modeling known
as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). An example of using
autoencoders for patient representation is shown in Figure 7.

Choi et al. [18] derive patient vectors by first generating

Demographics Diagnosis 
Codes

Procedure 
Codes

Medication 
Codes

Laboratory 
Codes

Encoded 
Representation

Thousands of Sparse Codes

Fixed-size and 
Compressed Vector

Fig. 7. Illustration of how autoencoders can be used to transform extremely
sparse patient vectors into a more compact representation. Since medical
codes are represented as binary categorical features, raw patient vectors
can have dimensions in the thousands. Training an autoencoder on these
vectors produces an encoding function to transform any given vector into
it’s distributed and dimensionality-reduced representation.

concept and encounter representations via skip-gram em-
bedding, and then using the summed encounter vectors to
represent an entire patient history to predict the onset of heart
failure . Similarly, Pham et al in their DeepCare framework
generate two separate vectors for a patient’s temporal diagnosis
and intervention codes, and obtain a patient representation
via concatenation, showing that the resulting patient timeline
vectors contain more predictive power than classifiers trained
on the raw categorical features [20]. They employ modified
LSTM cells for modeling time, admission methods, diagnoses,
and interventions to account for complete illness history.

Aside from simple vector aggregation, it is also possible
to directly model the underlying temporal aspects of patient
timelines. Mehrabi et al. [42] use a stacked RBM trained on
each patient’s temporal diagnosis codes to produce patient
representations over time. They pay special attention to tem-
poral aspects of EHR data, constructing a diagnosis matrix for
each patient with distinct diagnosis codes as rows, columns as
binary variables indicating whether the patient was diagnosed
with the code in a given time interval. Since rows of these
matrices are clinical codes, the hidden layers of the RBM are
the latent representations of the codes.

Finally, Choi et al.’s Doctor AI system utilizes sequences of
(event, time) pairs occurring in each patient’s timeline across
multiple admissions as input to a GRU network [21]. At each
time step, the weights of the hidden units are taken as the
patient representation at that point in time, from which future
patient statuses can be modeled and predicted.

C. Outcome Prediction
The ultimate goal of many Deep EHR systems is to predict

patient outcomes. We identify two different types of outcome
prediction: (1) static or one-time prediction (e.g. heart failure
prediction using data from a single encounter), and (2) tem-
poral outcome prediction (e.g. heart failure prediction within
the next 6 months, or disease onset prediction using historical

Shickel,	B.,	P.	J.	Tighe,	A.	Bihorac,	and	P.	Rashidi.	2017.	“Deep	EHR:	A	Survey	of	Recent	Advances	in	Deep	Learning	Techniques	for	Electronic	Health	Record	(EHR)	Analysis.”	IEEE	Journal	of	
Biomedical	and	Health	Informatics PP	(99):1–1.
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Figure 2: Structure of Med2Vec: A visit comprised of several medical codes is converted to a binary
vector xt 2 {0, 1}|C|. The binary vector is then converted to an intermediate visit representation
ut. ut is concatenated with a vector of demographic information dt, and converted to the final visit
representation vt, which is trained to predict its neighboring visits . . . ,xt�2,xt�1,xt+1,xt+2, . . .

EHR structure and our notation We denote the set of all medical codes c1, c2, . . . , c|C| in our
EHR dataset by C with size |C|. EHR data for each patient is in the form of a sequence of visits
V1, . . . , VT where each visit contains a subset of medical codes Vt ✓ C. Without loss of generality, all
algorithms will be presented for a single patient to avoid cluttered notations. The goal of Med2Vec
is to learn two types of representations:

Code representations We aim to learn an embedding function fC : C 7! Rm
+ that maps every

code in the set of all medical codes C to non-negative real-valued vectors of dimension m. The
non-negativity constraint is introduced to improve interpretability, as discussed in details in
Section 3.5.

Visit representations Our second task is to learn another embedding function fV : V 7! Rn that
maps every visit (a set of medical codes) to a real-valued vector of dimension n. The set V is
the power set of the set of codes C.

3.1 Med2Vec architecture

Figure 2 depicts the architecture of Med2Vec. Given a visit Vt, we use a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) to to generate the corresponding visit representation vt. First, visit Vt is represented by a
binary vector xt 2 {0, 1}|C| where the i-th entry is 1 only if ci 2 Vt. Then xt is converted to an
intermediate visit representation ut 2 Rm as follows,

ut = ReLU(Wcxt + bc) (1)

using the code weight matrix Wc 2 Rm⇥|C| and the bias vector bc 2 Rm. The rectified linear unit
is defines as ReLU(v) = max(v,0). Note that max() applies element-wise to vectors. We use

5

Med2Vec

Figure 3: The top row and the bottom row respectively show the Recall@30 for predicting the future
medical codes and the AUC for predicting the CRG class when changing di↵erent hyperparameters.
The basic configuration for Med2Vec is m,n = 200, w = 1, and the training epoch set to 10. The
basic configuration for all baseline models is 200 for code representation size (or hidden layer size)
and training epoch also set to 10. In each column, we change one hyperparameter while fixing
others to the basic configuration.

Figure 4: The first figure shows the convergence behavior of all models on the CHOA dataset. The
second and third figures show the relationship between the training time and the dataset size for
all models respectively using the CHOA dataset and the CMS dataset.
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we use the same output weights to calculate ŷ

(t) for all t. Further, we use this target replication to
generate output at each sequence step, but not at each hidden layer.

For the model with target replication, we generate an output ŷ(t) at every sequence step. Our loss is
then a convex combination of the final loss and the average of the losses over all steps:

↵ · 1
T

TX

t=1

loss(ŷ(t),y(t)) + (1� ↵) · loss(ŷ(T ),y(T ))

where T is the total number of sequence steps and ↵ 2 [0, 1] is a hyper-parameter which determines
the relative importance of hitting these intermediary targets. At prediction time, we take only the
output at the final step. In our experiments, networks using target replication outperform those with
a loss applied only at the final sequence step.

Figure 2: An RNN classification model with target replication. The primary target (depicted in red)
at the final step is used at prediction time, but during training, the model back-propagates errors
from the intermediate targets (purple) at every sequence step.

4.3 AUXILIARY OUTPUT TRAINING

Recall that our initial data contained 429 diagnostic labels but that our task is to predict only 128.
Given the well-documented successes of multitask learning with shared representations and feed-
forward networks, we wish to train a stronger model by using the remaining 301 labels or other
information in the patient’s chart, such as diagnostic categories, as auxiliary targets (Caruana et al.,
1996). These additional targets serve reduce overfitting as the model aims to minimize the loss on
the labels of interest while also minimizing loss on the auxiliary targets (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Our dataset contains many labels. For our task, a subset of 128 are of interest (depicted
in red). Our Auiliary Output neural network makes use of extra labels as additional training targets
(depicted in purple). At inference time we generate predictions for only the labels of interest.
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Auxiliary outputs improved performance for most metrics and reduced overfitting. While the perfor-
mance improvement is not as dramatic as that conferred by target replication, the regularizing effect
is greater. These gains came at the cost of slower training: the auxiliary output models required
more epochs (Figure 4 and Appendix B), especially when using the 301 remaining diagnoses. This
may be due in part to severe class imbalance in the extra labels. For many of these labels it may take
an entire epoch just to learn that they are occasionally nonzero.

Top 6 diagnoses measured by F1 score
Label F1 AUC Precision Recall
Diabetes mellitus with ketoacidosis 0.8571 0.9966 1.0000 0.7500
Scoliosis, idiopathic 0.6809 0.8543 0.6957 0.6667
Asthma, unspecified with status asthmaticus 0.5641 0.9232 0.7857 0.4400
Neoplasm, brain, unspecified 0.5430 0.8522 0.4317 0.7315
Delayed milestones 0.4751 0.8178 0.4057 0.5733
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) 0.4688 0.9595 0.3409 0.7500

Table 2: LSTM-DO-TR performance on the 6 diagnoses with highest F1 scores.

The LSTMs appear to learn models complementary to the MLP trained on hand-engineered fea-
tures. Supporting this claim, simple ensembles of the LSTM-DO-TR and MLP (taking the mean or
maximum of their predictions) outperform the constituent models significantly on all metrics (Ta-
ble 1). Further, there are many diseases for which one model substantially outperforms the other,
e.g., intracranial hypertension for the LSTM, septic shock for the MLP (Appendix C).

6 DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that LSTM RNNs, especially with target replication, can successfully classify
diagnoses of critical care patients given clinical time series data. The best LSTM beat a strong MLP
baseline using hand-engineered features as input, and an ensemble combining the MLP and LSTM
improves upon both. The success of target replication accords with results by both Ng et al. (2015)
and Dai & Le (2015), who observed similar benefits on their respective tasks. However, while they
saw improvement using a linearly increasing weight on each target from start to end, this strategy
performed worse in our diagnostic classification task than our uniform weighting of intermediate tar-
gets. We believe this may owe to the peculiar nature of our data. Linear gain emphasizes evidence
from later in the sequence, an assumption which often does not match the progression of symptoms
in critical illnesses. Asthma patients, for example, are often admitted to the ICU severely symp-
tomatic, but once treatment begins, patient physiology stabilizes and observable signs of disease
may abate or change. Further supporting this idea, we observed that when training fixed-window
baselines, using the first 6 and last 6 hours outperformed using the last 12 hours only.

Figure 4: Training curves showing the impact of
the DO, AO, and TR strategies on overfitting.

While our data is of large scale by clinical
standards, it is small relative to datasets found
in deep learning tasks like vision and speech
recognition. At this scale, regularization is crit-
ical. Our experiments demonstrate that tar-
get replication, auxiliary outputs, and dropout
all work to reduce the generalization gap. as
shown in Figure 4 and Appendix B. How-
ever, some of these techniques are complemen-
tary while others seem to cancel each other out.
For example, our best model combined target
replication with dropout. This combination sig-
nificantly improved upon the performance us-
ing target replication alone, and enabled the ef-
fective use of larger capacity models. In con-
trast, the benefits of dropout and auxiliary out-
put training appear to wash each other out. This
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with two sets of inputs: raw time series and hand-engineered features. For raw time series, we use
the first and last six hours. This provides classifiers with temporal information about changes in
patient state from admission to discharge within a fixed-size input, as required by all baselines. We
find this works better than providing the first or last 12 hours alone.

Our hand-engineered features are inspired by those used in state-of-the-art severity of illness scores
(Pollack et al., 1996): for each variable, we compute the first and last measurements and their dif-
ference scaled by episode length, mean and standard deviation, median and quartiles, minimum and
maximum, and slope of a line fit with least squares. These 143 features capture many of the indi-
cators that clinicians look for in critical illness, including admission and discharge state, extremes,
central tendencies, variability, and trends. They previously have been shown to be effective for these
data (Marlin et al., 2012; Che et al., 2015). Our strongest baseline is an MLP using these features.

5.3 RESULTS

Our best performing LSTM (LSTM-DO-TR) used two layers of 128 memory cells, dropout of prob-
ability 0.5 between layers, and target replication, and outperformed the MLP with hand-engineered
features. Moreover simple ensembles of the best LSTM and MLP outperformed both on all metrics.
Table 1 shows summary results for all models. Table 2 shows the LSTM’s predictive performance
for six diagnoses with the highest F1 scores. Full per-diagnosis results can be found in Appendix C.

Target replication improves performance on all metrics, accelerating learning and reducing overfit-
ting (Figure 4). We also find that the LSTM with target replication learns to output correct diagnoses
earlier in the time series, a virtue that we explore qualitatively in Appendix A. As a comparison, we
trained a LSTM-DO-TR variant using the linear gain strategy of Ng et al. (2015); Dai & Le (2015).
In general, this model did not perform as well as our simpler target replication strategy, but it did
achieve the highest macro F1 score among the LSTM models.

Classification performance for 128 ICU phenotypes
Model Micro AUC Macro AUC Micro F1 Macro F1 Prec. at 10
Base Rate 0.7128 0.5 0.1346 0.0343 0.0788
Log. Reg., First 6 + Last 6 0.8122 0.7404 0.2324 0.1081 0.1016
Log. Reg., Expert features 0.8285 0.7644 0.2502 0.1373 0.1087
MLP, First 6 + Last 6 0.8375 0.7770 0.2698 0.1286 0.1096
MLP, Expert features 0.8551 0.8030 0.2930 0.1475 0.1170

LSTM Models with two 64-cell hidden layers
LSTM 0.8241 0.7573 0.2450 0.1170 0.1047
LSTM, AuxOut (Diagnoses) 0.8351 0.7746 0.2627 0.1309 0.1110
LSTM-AO (Categories) 0.8382 0.7748 0.2651 0.1351 0.1099
LSTM-TR 0.8429 0.7870 0.2702 0.1348 0.1115
LSTM-TR-AO (Diagnoses) 0.8391 0.7866 0.2599 0.1317 0.1085
LSTM-TR-AO (Categories) 0.8439 0.7860 0.2774 0.1330 0.1138

LSTM Models with Dropout (probability 0.5) and two 128-cell hidden layers
LSTM-DO 0.8377 0.7741 0.2748 0.1371 0.1110
LSTM-DO-AO (Diagnoses) 0.8365 0.7785 0.2581 0.1366 0.1104
LSTM-DO-AO (Categories) 0.8399 0.7783 0.2804 0.1361 0.1123
LSTM-DO-TR 0.8560 0.8075 0.2938 0.1485 0.1172
LSTM-DO-TR-AO (Diagnoses) 0.8470 0.7929 0.2735 0.1488 0.1149
LSTM-DO-TR-AO (Categories) 0.8543 0.8015 0.2887 0.1446 0.1161
LSTM-DO-TR (Linear Gain) 0.8480 0.7986 0.2896 0.1530 0.1160

Ensembles of Best MLP and Best LSTM
Mean of LSTM-DO-TR & MLP 0.8611 0.8143 0.2981 0.1553 0.1201
Max of LSTM-DO-TR & MLP 0.8643 0.8194 0.3035 0.1571 0.1218

Table 1: Results on performance metrics calculated across all labels. DO, TR, and AO indicate
dropout, target replication, and auxiliary outputs, respectively. AO (Diagnoses) uses the extra diag-
nosis codes and AO (Categories) uses diagnostic categories as additional targets during training.
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Auxiliary outputs improved performance for most metrics and reduced overfitting. While the perfor-
mance improvement is not as dramatic as that conferred by target replication, the regularizing effect
is greater. These gains came at the cost of slower training: the auxiliary output models required
more epochs (Figure 4 and Appendix B), especially when using the 301 remaining diagnoses. This
may be due in part to severe class imbalance in the extra labels. For many of these labels it may take
an entire epoch just to learn that they are occasionally nonzero.

Top 6 diagnoses measured by F1 score
Label F1 AUC Precision Recall
Diabetes mellitus with ketoacidosis 0.8571 0.9966 1.0000 0.7500
Scoliosis, idiopathic 0.6809 0.8543 0.6957 0.6667
Asthma, unspecified with status asthmaticus 0.5641 0.9232 0.7857 0.4400
Neoplasm, brain, unspecified 0.5430 0.8522 0.4317 0.7315
Delayed milestones 0.4751 0.8178 0.4057 0.5733
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) 0.4688 0.9595 0.3409 0.7500

Table 2: LSTM-DO-TR performance on the 6 diagnoses with highest F1 scores.

The LSTMs appear to learn models complementary to the MLP trained on hand-engineered fea-
tures. Supporting this claim, simple ensembles of the LSTM-DO-TR and MLP (taking the mean or
maximum of their predictions) outperform the constituent models significantly on all metrics (Ta-
ble 1). Further, there are many diseases for which one model substantially outperforms the other,
e.g., intracranial hypertension for the LSTM, septic shock for the MLP (Appendix C).

6 DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that LSTM RNNs, especially with target replication, can successfully classify
diagnoses of critical care patients given clinical time series data. The best LSTM beat a strong MLP
baseline using hand-engineered features as input, and an ensemble combining the MLP and LSTM
improves upon both. The success of target replication accords with results by both Ng et al. (2015)
and Dai & Le (2015), who observed similar benefits on their respective tasks. However, while they
saw improvement using a linearly increasing weight on each target from start to end, this strategy
performed worse in our diagnostic classification task than our uniform weighting of intermediate tar-
gets. We believe this may owe to the peculiar nature of our data. Linear gain emphasizes evidence
from later in the sequence, an assumption which often does not match the progression of symptoms
in critical illnesses. Asthma patients, for example, are often admitted to the ICU severely symp-
tomatic, but once treatment begins, patient physiology stabilizes and observable signs of disease
may abate or change. Further supporting this idea, we observed that when training fixed-window
baselines, using the first 6 and last 6 hours outperformed using the last 12 hours only.

Figure 4: Training curves showing the impact of
the DO, AO, and TR strategies on overfitting.

While our data is of large scale by clinical
standards, it is small relative to datasets found
in deep learning tasks like vision and speech
recognition. At this scale, regularization is crit-
ical. Our experiments demonstrate that tar-
get replication, auxiliary outputs, and dropout
all work to reduce the generalization gap. as
shown in Figure 4 and Appendix B. How-
ever, some of these techniques are complemen-
tary while others seem to cancel each other out.
For example, our best model combined target
replication with dropout. This combination sig-
nificantly improved upon the performance us-
ing target replication alone, and enabled the ef-
fective use of larger capacity models. In con-
trast, the benefits of dropout and auxiliary out-
put training appear to wash each other out. This
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Appendices
A HOURLY DIAGNOSTIC PREDICTIONS

Our LSTM networks predict 128 diagnoses given sequences of clinical measurements. Because
each network is connected left-to-right, i.e., in chronological order, we can output predictions at
each sequence step. Ultimately, we imagine that this capability could be used to make continuously
updated real-time alerts and diagnoses. Below, we explore this capability qualitatively. We choose
examples of patients with a correctly classified diagnosis and visualize the probabilities assigned by
each LSTM model at each sequence step. In addition to improving the quality of the final output,
the LSTMs with target replication (LSTM-TR) arrive at correct diagnoses quickly compared to the
simple multilabel LSTM model (LSTM-Simple). When auxiliary outputs are also used (LSTM-
TR,AO), the diagnoses appear to be generally more confident.

(a) Asthma with Status Asthmaticus (b) Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome

(c) Diabetic Ketoacidosis (d) Brain Neoplasm, Unspecified Nature

(e) Septic Shock (f) Scoliosis

Figure 5: Each chart depicts the probabilities assigned by each of four models at each (hourly re-
sampled) time step. LSTM-Simple uses only targets at the final time step. LSTM-TR uses target
replication. LSTM-AO uses auxiliary outputs (diagnoses), and LSTM-TR,AO uses both techniques.
LSTMs with target replication learn to make accurate diagnoses earlier.
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Fig. 1. A) Network diagram of DAs used for unsupervised pre-training. B) Supervised 
classification occurs using the pre-trained DA hidden nodes as input to a traditional 
classifier. C) Simulation model with example cases and controls under each rule set.  
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Fig. 3 A) Classification AUC in relation to the number of labeled patients under 
simulation model 1 (RF – Random Forest, NN – Nearest Neighbors, DA – 2-node DA + 
Random Forest, SVM – Support vector machine). Unsupervised pre-training of the 2-
node DA was performed with 10,000 patients. B) Heat Map showing the difference of 
DA+RFC and SVM methods in relation to the number of labeled patients and observed 
variables under simulation model 1. 
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Deep Patient: An Unsupervised 
Representation to Predict the 
Future of Patients from the 
Electronic Health Records
Riccardo Miotto1,2,3, Li Li1,2,3, Brian A. Kidd1,2,3, Joel T. Dudley1,2,3 

Secondary use of electronic health records (EHRs) promises to advance clinical research and better 
inform clinical decision making. Challenges in summarizing and representing patient data prevent 
widespread practice of predictive modeling using EHRs. Here we present a novel unsupervised deep 
feature learning method to derive a general-purpose patient representation from EHR data that 
facilitates clinical predictive modeling. In particular, a three-layer stack of denoising autoencoders 
was used to capture hierarchical regularities and dependencies in the aggregated EHRs of about 
700,000 patients from the Mount Sinai data warehouse. The result is a representation we name “deep 
patient”. We evaluated this representation as broadly predictive of health states by assessing the 
probability of patients to develop various diseases. We performed evaluation using 76,214 test patients 
comprising 78 diseases from diverse clinical domains and temporal windows. Our results significantly 
outperformed those achieved using representations based on raw EHR data and alternative feature 
learning strategies. Prediction performance for severe diabetes, schizophrenia, and various cancers 
were among the top performing. These findings indicate that deep learning applied to EHRs can derive 
patient representations that offer improved clinical predictions, and could provide a machine learning 
framework for augmenting clinical decision systems.

A primary goal of precision medicine is to develop quantitative models for patients that can be used to predict 
health status, as well as to help prevent disease or disability. In this context, electronic health records (EHRs) offer 
great promise for accelerating clinical research and predictive analysis1. Recent studies have shown that secondary 
use of EHRs has enabled data-driven prediction of drug effects and interactions2, identification of type 2 diabetes 
subgroups3, discovery of comorbidity clusters in autism spectrum disorders4, and improvements in recruiting 
patients for clinical trials5. However, predictive models and tools based on modern machine learning techniques 
have not been widely and reliably used in clinical decision support systems or workflows6–9.

EHR data is challenging to represent and model due to its high dimensionality, noise, heterogeneity, sparse-
ness, incompleteness, random errors, and systematic biases7,10,11. Moreover, the same clinical phenotype can be 
expressed using different codes and terminologies. For example, a patient diagnosed with “type 2 diabetes melli-
tus” can be identified by laboratory values of hemoglobin A1C greater than 7.0, presence of 250.00 ICD-9 code, 
“type 2 diabetes mellitus” mentioned in the free-text clinical notes, and so on. These challenges have made it 
difficult for machine learning methods to identify patterns that produce predictive clinical models for real-world 
applications12.

The success of predictive algorithms largely depends on feature selection and data representation12,13. A com-
mon approach with EHRs is to have a domain expert designate the patterns to look for (i.e., the learning task 
and the targets) and to specify clinical variables in an ad-hoc manner7. Although appropriate in some situations, 
supervised definition of the feature space scales poorly, does not generalize well, and misses opportunities to 
discover novel patterns and features. To address these shortcomings, data-driven approaches for feature selec-
tion in EHRs have been proposed14–16. A limitation of these methods is that patients are often represented as 
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework used to derive the deep patient representation through unsupervised 
deep learning of a large EHR data warehouse. (A) Pre-processing stage to obtain raw patient representations 
from the EHRs. (B) The raw representations are modeled by the unsupervised deep architecture leading to a set 
of general and robust features. (C) The deep features are applied to the entire hospital database to derive patient 
representations that can be applied to a number of clinical tasks.

Figure 2. Diagram of the unsupervised deep feature learning pipeline to transform a raw dataset into the 
deep patient representation through multiple layers of neural networks. Each layer of the neural network is 
trained to produce a higher-level representation from the result of the previous layer.
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Secondary use of electronic health records (EHRs) promises to advance clinical research and better 
inform clinical decision making. Challenges in summarizing and representing patient data prevent 
widespread practice of predictive modeling using EHRs. Here we present a novel unsupervised deep 
feature learning method to derive a general-purpose patient representation from EHR data that 
facilitates clinical predictive modeling. In particular, a three-layer stack of denoising autoencoders 
was used to capture hierarchical regularities and dependencies in the aggregated EHRs of about 
700,000 patients from the Mount Sinai data warehouse. The result is a representation we name “deep 
patient”. We evaluated this representation as broadly predictive of health states by assessing the 
probability of patients to develop various diseases. We performed evaluation using 76,214 test patients 
comprising 78 diseases from diverse clinical domains and temporal windows. Our results significantly 
outperformed those achieved using representations based on raw EHR data and alternative feature 
learning strategies. Prediction performance for severe diabetes, schizophrenia, and various cancers 
were among the top performing. These findings indicate that deep learning applied to EHRs can derive 
patient representations that offer improved clinical predictions, and could provide a machine learning 
framework for augmenting clinical decision systems.
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use of EHRs has enabled data-driven prediction of drug effects and interactions2, identification of type 2 diabetes 
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difficult for machine learning methods to identify patterns that produce predictive clinical models for real-world 
applications12.

The success of predictive algorithms largely depends on feature selection and data representation12,13. A com-
mon approach with EHRs is to have a domain expert designate the patterns to look for (i.e., the learning task 
and the targets) and to specify clinical variables in an ad-hoc manner7. Although appropriate in some situations, 
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characteristic curve (i.e., AUC-ROC), accuracy, and F-score34. The ROC curve is a plot of true positive rate versus 
false positive rate found over the set of predictions. AUC is computed by integrating the ROC curve and it is lower 
bounded by 0.5. Accuracy is the proportion of true results (both true positives and true negative) among the total 
number of cases examined. F-score is the harmonic mean of classification precision and recall, where precision 
is the number of correct positive results divided by the number of all positive results, and recall is the number of 
correct positive results divided by the number of positive results that should have been returned. Accuracy and 
F-score require a threshold to discriminate between positive and negative predictions; we set that threshold to 0.6, 
with this value optimizing the tradeoff between precision and recall for all representations in the validation set by 
reducing the number of false positive predictions.

The results for all the different data representations are reported in Table 1. The performance metrics of 
DeepPatient are superior to those obtained by RawFeat (i.e., no feature learning applied to EHR data). In par-
ticular, DeepPatient achieved an average AUC-ROC of 0.773, while RawFeat just got 0.659 (i.e., 15% improve-
ment). Accuracy and F-score improved by 15% and 54% respectively, showing that the quality of the positive 
predictions (i.e., the patients that actually develop that disease) is improved by pre-processing EHRs with a deep 
architecture. Moreover, DeepPatient consistently and significantly outperforms all other feature learning meth-
ods. Table 2 compares the AUC-ROC obtained by RawFeat, PCA and DeepPatient for a subset of 10 diseases (see 
the Supplementary Appendix D online for the results on the entire vocabulary of diseases). While DeepPatient 
always outperforms RawFeat, PCA does not lead to any improvement for several diseases (e.g., “Schizophrenia”, 
“Multiple Myeloma”). Overall, DeepPatient reported the highest AUC-ROC score on every disease but “Cancer of 
brain and nervous system”, where PCA performed slightly better (AUC-ROC of 0.757 vs. 0.742). Remarkably large 
improvements in the AUC-ROC score (i.e., more than 60%) were obtained for several diseases, such as “Cancer of 
testis”, “Attention-deficit and disruptive behavior disorders”, “Sickle cell anemia”, and “Cancer of prostate”. In con-
trast, some diseases (e.g., “Hypertension”, “Diabetes mellitus without complications”, “Disorders of lipid metabo-
lism”) were difficult to classify and resulted in AUC-ROC scores lower than 0.600 for all representations.

Evaluation by Patient. In this experiment we examined how well DeepPatient performed at the 
patient-specific level. To this aim we retained again only the disease predictions with score greater than 0.6 (i.e., 
tags) and measured the quality of these annotations over different temporal windows for all the patients having 
true diagnoses in that period. In particular, we considered diagnoses assigned within 30 (i.e., 16,374 patients), 

Time Interval = 1 year (76,214 patients)

Patient Representation AUC-ROC
Classification Threshold = 0.6

Accuracy F-Score
RawFeat 0.659 0.805 0.084
PCA 0.696 0.879 0.104
GMM 0.632 0.891 0.072
K-Means 0.672 0.887 0.093
ICA 0.695 0.882 0.101
DeepPatient 0.773* 0.929* 0.181*

Table 1.  Disease classification results in terms of area under the ROC curve (AUC-ROC), accuracy and 
F-score. (*) The difference with the corresponding second best measurement is statistically significant (p <  0.05, 
t-test).

Time Interval = 1 year (76,214 patients)

Disease
Area under the ROC curve

RawFeat PCA DeepPatient
Diabetes mellitus with complications 0.794 0.861 0.907
Cancer of rectum and anus 0.863 0.821 0.887
Cancer of liver and intrahepatic bile duct 0.830 0.867 0.886
Regional enteritis and ulcerative colitis 0.814 0.843 0.870
Congestive heart failure (non-
hypertensive) 0.808 0.808 0.865

Attention-deficit and disruptive behavior 
disorders 0.730 0.797 0.863

Cancer of prostate 0.692 0.820 0.859
Schizophrenia 0.791 0.788 0.853
Multiple myeloma 0.783 0.739 0.849
Acute myocardial infarction 0.771 0.775 0.847

Table 2.  Area under the ROC curve obtained in the disease classification experiment using patient data 
represented with original descriptors (“RawFeat”) and pre-processed by principal component analysis 
(“PCA”) and three-layer stacked denoising autoencoders (“DeepPatient”).
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Table 1.  Disease classification results in terms of area under the ROC curve (AUC-ROC), accuracy and 
F-score. (*) The difference with the corresponding second best measurement is statistically significant (p <  0.05, 
t-test).

Time Interval = 1 year (76,214 patients)

Disease
Area under the ROC curve

RawFeat PCA DeepPatient
Diabetes mellitus with complications 0.794 0.861 0.907
Cancer of rectum and anus 0.863 0.821 0.887
Cancer of liver and intrahepatic bile duct 0.830 0.867 0.886
Regional enteritis and ulcerative colitis 0.814 0.843 0.870
Congestive heart failure (non-
hypertensive) 0.808 0.808 0.865

Attention-deficit and disruptive behavior 
disorders 0.730 0.797 0.863

Cancer of prostate 0.692 0.820 0.859
Schizophrenia 0.791 0.788 0.853
Multiple myeloma 0.783 0.739 0.849
Acute myocardial infarction 0.771 0.775 0.847

Table 2.  Area under the ROC curve obtained in the disease classification experiment using patient data 
represented with original descriptors (“RawFeat”) and pre-processed by principal component analysis 
(“PCA”) and three-layer stacked denoising autoencoders (“DeepPatient”).
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<ABSTRACT_START> BACKGROUND : The purpose of this study was to determine whether the use of a new local anesthetic technique would reduce 
the incidence of postoperative pain . METHODS : This prospective , randomized , double - blind , placebo - controlled trial was designed to determine the 
efficacy of continuous intravenous infusion of bupivacaine for postoperative pain control in patients undergoing total knee replacement . Twenty - two 
patients undergoing total knee replacement were enrolled in this randomized , double - blind , placebo - controlled trial . The patients were randomized into 
2 groups . Group 1 ( n = 30 ) received a continuous infusion of 0 . 5 ml / kg with 0 . 5 % bupivacaine with 5 mg / kg tramadol and Group 2 ( n = 20 ) 
received the same dose of lidocaine . The patients were followed up for 6 weeks . RESULTS : There was no difference in the morphine consumption 
between groups , with a mean increase in the number of patients receiving the continuous femoral nerve block ( p = 0 . 24 ) . The mean VAS scores were 
significantly lower at 12 hours ( p = 0 . 02 ) and 12 hours ( p = 0 . 05 ) . The significantly increased in the postoperative pain intensity scores at 24 hours 
and 24 hours after surgery ( p = 0 . 01 ) . The mean pain score was 0 . 10 ( 95 % confidence interval , 0 . 3 to 0 . 8 ) in Group 1 and 2 . 1 ( 0 . 5 to 2 . 5 ) in 
Group 2 . The mean pain scores after surgery were significantly lower in Group 2 than in Group 3 ( p

<ABSTRACT_START> The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of a new therapeutic approach to the treatment of chronic pain . The study was a randomized , 
double - blind , placebo - controlled trial of the treatment of chronic pain . The study was a randomized , double - blind , placebo - controlled trial . The patients were 
randomly assigned to receive either placebo or placebo . The primary outcome was the change in the Pain Disability Index ( ODI ) . Secondary outcomes were pain 
intensity , pain intensity , and disability . The primary outcome was the change in the Pain Disability Index ( ODI ) at 12 weeks . Secondary outcomes were pain intensity , 
pain intensity , and disability . The primary outcome was the change in the Pain Disability Index ( ODI ) at 6 months . Secondary outcomes were pain intensity , pain 
intensity , and disability . The primary outcome was the change in the Pain Disability Index ( ODI ) . Secondary outcomes were pain intensity , pain intensity , and disability . 
The primary outcome was the change in the Pain Disability Index ( ODI ) . Secondary outcomes were pain intensity , pain intensity , and disability . The primary outcome 
was the change in the Pain Disability Index ( ODI ) . Secondary outcomes were pain intensity , pain intensity , and disability . The primary outcome was the change in the 
Pain Disability Index ( ODI ) . Secondary outcomes were pain intensity , pain intensity , and disability . The primary outcome was the change in the Pain Disability Index ( 
ODI ) . Secondary outcomes were pain intensity , pain intensity , and disability . The primary outcome was the change in

0.1

<ABSTRACT_START> All patients ( 1 - 12 years ) age - and cancer - related indications were prospectively examined . Control patients ( 
n = 46 ) were followed up for a period of 18 years . Patients were followed up 2 months before neuronal life - 6 . RESULTS : Symptom pre 
- operatively was significantly reduced in patients with response to . Patients with a diagnosis of ventricular tachycardia and angina had 
no marked decrease in heart rate . CONCLUSION : Results indicate that patients with chronic angina have normal function , independent 
of whether they are able to differentiate between silent myocardial ischemia or ischemia at cardiac catheterization and symptom - limited 
exercise testing . <ABSTRACT_END>
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<ABSTRACT_START> injection of lidocaine into the guided dorsal horn has been shown to be effective in the human pain processing 
, but the effect on these neurons may have not been further tested . We studied the magnitude of the sensory reflex and the function 
of non - painful electrical stimulation in the ( R ) dorsal horn of the spinal cord , and revealed the spinal patients with painful 
neuropathy . The present study investigated the underlying mechanism of the effects of intrathecal morphine on nociceptive 
responses . This study was designed to determine whether an intrathecal injection of 5 - HT ( 25 ) , a endogenous opioid receptor 
antagonist , and the selective N ( 2 ) receptors are involved in the analgesic effects of intrathecal morphine ( 0 . 5 mg / kg ) , a 
selective antagonist / naloxone antagonist , by the reduced the aim of the occurrence of local heat stimulation induced by chronic 
inflammation . We identified a larger study of chronic pain in rats with chronic / chronic nociceptive neuropathy . The study 
demonstrated that a 13 - month open - label study shows that small doses of morphine may reduce these pain responses , , 
suggesting that the pain mechanisms may be did not involve nociceptive processing . These data demonstrate that sensory neurons 
are involved in : sensation and reduced mechanical hyperalgesia , neuropathic pain and may contribute to the development of 
neuropathic pain . <ABSTRACT_END>
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<ABSTRACT_START>	The	development	of	new	and	new	mechanisms	of	pain	are	not	known	.	In	
this	study	,	we	evaluated	the	relationship	between	different	aspects	of	pain	sensitivity	in	the	rat	
formalin	test	.	The	effects	of	serotonin	(	5	- HT	)	,	which	occurred	in	the	tail	flick	test	,	were	
examined	using	a	hot	- plate	test	.	The	formalin	test	was	performed	on	,	the	pain	field	,	and	the	
number	of	thresholds	oedema .	The	present	study	was	conducted	on	the	lumbar	dorsal	horn	of	
the	left	induced	a	5	%	formalin	and	formalin	induced	pain	.	In	rats	,	the	amount	of	pain	threshold	
was	measured	with	the	postoperative	paw	withdrawal	latency	of	the	hind	paw	.	At	the	same	time	
,	the	aversive	muscle	soreness	was	induced	by	the	administration	of	either	0	.	1	- or	0	.	1	- 0	.	0	
microg /	kg	,	or	a	5	.	5	- micrograms	/	kg	Pain	models	to	applied	to	the	hind	paw	.	In	the	second	
phase	,	the	dose	was	<	or	=	5	.	0	mg	/	kg	and	increased	.	Moreover	,	the	performance	of	the	
nociceptive	stimulus	was	reduced	by	44	%	and	91	%	after	1	year	,	respectively	.	In	this	study	,	the	
explored	dose	of	study	drugs	(	7	,	10	,	and	20	mg	/	kg	)	reversed	the	persistent	pain	.	A	dose	of	10	
mg	/	kg	of	paracetamol	was	administered	.	In	contrast	,	the	activity	of	the	prostaglandin	E2	were	
significantly	increased	after	the	initial	dose	of	the	dose	of	the	NMDA	antagonist	highlights	the	co	-
occurrence	of	nociceptive	behavior	induced	by	carrageenan	.	On	the	other	hand	,	the	in	- treated	
animals	exhibited	increased
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